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Nonsinglet structure function of the 3He-3H system and divergence of the Gottfried integral
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We study shadowing and antishadowing corrections to the flavor nonsinglet structure functionF2

3He2F2

3H

and show that the difference between the one-particle density distributions of3He and3H plays an important
role at very smallx. We find that the flavor nonsinglet structure function in these mirror nuclei is enhanced at
small x by nuclear shadowing, which increases the nuclear Gottfried integral, integrated from 1024 to 3, by
15–41 %. When integrated from zero, the Gottfried integral is divergent for these mirror nuclei. It seems likely
that, as a consequence of charge symmetry breaking, this may also apply to the proton-neutron system.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The measurement of the flavor nonsinglet structure fu
tion F2

p(x,Q2)2F2
n(x,Q2), whereF2

p(x,Q2) @F2
n(x,Q2)# is

the proton @neutron# structure function, in deep inelasti
muon-hydrogen and muon-deuterium scattering experime
performed by the New Muon Collaboration~NMC! @1#, led
to a surprising result.~Note that we use the terms ‘‘singlet
and ‘‘nonsinglet’’ just to indicate the quark content of th
corresponding structure functions.! The data revealed an ex
cess of sea down quarks as compared to sea up quarks
free proton. This conclusion was confirmed by the E8
NuSea experiment, where the differenced̄2ū was measured
directly using the Drell-Yan production ofm1m2 pairs in
proton-proton and proton-deuteron collisions@2#.

The results of both experiments contradict the expecta
of perturbative QCD~PQCD! that ū'd̄ in the proton. Within
the framework of PQCD, the light quark sea is flavor sy
metric with a good accuracy since it is generated by
perturbative splittingg→qq̄, which does not distinguish be
tween theu andd flavors. The obvious inconsistency of th
experimental data with PQCD predictions indicates that n
perturbative effects are responsible for creating flavor as
metry in the light sea quarks.

The excess ofd̄ over ū was anticipated well before th
measurement on the basis of the chiral structure of QCD@3#.
Since the NMC experimental discovery and earlier exp
mental indications thatd̄Þū in the proton, this explanation
has been actively investigated@4#, with the latest discussion
centering on the model-independent leading nonanalytic c
tribution @5#. Another possible contribution involving th
Pauli principle was first explored in PQCD, where it w
found to give a negligible effect@6#. In contrast, nonpertur
bative calculations based on the change in the Dirac se
the presence of a confining potential@7# ~for recent reviews
of relevant models also see@8,9#! as well as calculations@10#
0556-2821/2001/64~5!/054503~10!/$20.00 64 0545
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based on the chiral quark-soliton model of Ref.@11# also

predictd̄.ū, which could be of the magnitude observed e
perimentally. Both of these explanations offer considera
insight into the nature of hadronic structure in QCD and it
vital to find experimental ways to separate them.

One way to learn more about the nonperturbative dyna
ics of the nucleon is to consider the nonsinglet struct
function F2

p(x,Q2)2F2
n(x,Q2) for bound nucleons@12#. In

this case, any discrepancy between theoretical predict
and data would indicate that the mechanisms that expla

the ūÞd̄ asymmetry for the free proton are modified in
nuclear medium. The lightest nuclei that enable one to st
the nonsinglet combination of nuclear structure functions
the pair of mirror nuclei3He and 3H @12#.

The analysis of deep inelastic scattering~DIS! on nuclear
targets demonstrates that the nuclear environment mod
the properties of the nucleons in a number of ways. At sm
values of Bjorkenx, the main effects are nuclear shadowin
and antishadowing. In this work, we estimate the nucl

shadowing correction to the structure functions,F2

3He(x,Q2)

for 3He and F2

3H(x,Q2) for 3H, and for the difference,

F2

3He(x,Q2)2F2

3H(x,Q2), in the region 1024<x
<0.02–0.045. Note that, since the transition region betw
nuclear shadowing and antishadowing is not constrained
by either models or experiments, we use two models
nuclear shadowing with different crossover points betwe
the shadowing and antishadowing regions. This fact is
flected in the uncertainty of the upper limit for the shado
ing region, x50.02–0.045. The detailed discussion of o
approach to the calculation of nuclear shadowing is p
sented in Sec. II. For larger values of Bjorkenx,
0.02–0.045<x<0.2, nuclear antishadowing starts to becom
important. In Sec. III, we model antishadowing by requirin
the conservation of the number of valence up and do
quarks in 3He and 3H, which is a generalization of the
©2001 The American Physical Society03-1
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GUZEY, THOMAS, TSUSHIMA, SAITO, AND STRIKMAN PHYSICAL REVIEW D64 054503
baryon number sum rule constraint@13#.
Our results for smallx, x<0.2, can be combined with

those of Ref.@12# for the largex region in order to presen

the nonsinglet combination@F2

3He(x,Q2)2F2

3H(x,Q2)#/x
over the full range of Bjorkenx. Section IV summarizes ou
results for two models of shadowing and two pairs of3He
and 3H nuclear wave functions. We also make predictio
for the Gottfried integral for theA53 system, defined a
@12#

I G

3He,3H~z!5E
z

3dx

x
@F2

3He~x,Q2!2F2

3H~x,Q2!#. ~1!

In the future, our predictions can be confronted with expe
ment, for example, with those planned at TJLAB@14#,
RIKEN @15#, and BNL Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider
@RHIC, the electrons at RHIC~eRHIC! project# @16#.

II. NUCLEAR SHADOWING CORRECTION

The importance of nuclear shadowing in DIS on nucle
targets at small values of Bjorkenx is experimentally well
established. For recent reviews of the current situation
experiment and theory, we refer the reader to Refs.@17#. In
our approach to nuclear shadowing, we choose to work in
target rest frame, where the dynamics of lepton-nucleus
teractions at smallx is transparent. At small Bjorkenx, the
strong interaction of the virtual photon, emitted by the in
dent lepton, with hadronic~nucleon or nucleus! targets takes
place in two stages. First, the photon fluctuates into hadro
configurationsuhk& at the distancel c'1/(2mNx) before the
target

ug* &5(
k

z^hkug* & z2uhk&, ~2!

wherez^hkug* & z2 is the probability that the photon fluctuate
into the stateuhk&. In PQCD, the configurationsuhk& consist
of superpositions ofqq̄, qq̄g, . . . , Fock states of the virtua
photon. Secondly, the fluctuationsuhk& interact strongly with
the target, with some typical hadronic cross sectionsshkA .
~Here we have chosen the target to be a nucleus with
atomic mass numberA.! Within such a picture, the total vir
tual photon-nucleus cross sectionsg* A can be written

sg* A5(
k

z^hkug* & z2shkA . ~3!

Here we have suppressed thex andQ2 dependence ofsg* A
for simplicity. Theuhk&-nucleus cross sectionshkA is usually
calculated using the high-energy scattering formalism of G
bov @18#, which is a generalization to high energies of t
Glauber multiple scattering formalism@19#.

The key element of our approach is an assumption that
sum over the quark-gluon fluctuations of the virtual phot
in Eq. ~3! can be substituted by some effective stateuhe f f&,
which interacts with bound nucleons of the nuclear tar
with some effective cross sectionse f f . Examples of the cal-
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culation of nuclear shadowing within such an approximat
are presented in Refs.@13,20–22#.

In the present work, we will use two models forse f f . The
first model is that of Frankfurt and Strikman@23#. The au-
thors used the connection between nuclear shadowing in
clusive DIS on nuclei and DIS diffraction in the reactio
g* 1p→X1p8 in order to derive a leading-twist model fo
se f f . Assuming that higher twist contributions to inclusiv
DIS are negligible atQ254 GeV2, the model of Ref.@23#
aims to give a description of the main contribution to nucle
shadowing~arising from virtual photon scattering off two
nucleons in the target! in nuclear parton densities and stru
ture functions at small Bjorkenx, which has little model
dependence. The main source of residual dependence i
use of the quasieikonal approximation to estimate
strength of multiple rescattering on three or more nucleo
Another assumption, that the nucleus can be described
many-nucleon system, is well justified by the small nucle
binding energy per nucleon and also was checked in num
ous hadron-nucleus scattering experiments at high ener
Thus, within this formalism, the leading-twist contribution
the nuclear shadowing correction to the deuteron struc
function F2

D(x,Q2) can be calculated unambiguously. F
nuclei heavier than deuterium, one has to make mod
dependent assumptions aboutse f f for the scattering on three
and more nucleons. Since the cross-section fluctuat
around the average valuese f f in practice do not affect shad
owing @23#, one can safely usese f f for the calculation of the
virtual photon interaction with more than two bound nuc
ons and employ the quasieikonal approximation.se f f of Ref.
@23# as a function of Bjorkenx at Q254 GeV2 is presented
as a solid line in Fig. 1.

The second model forse f f that we consider is based o
the two-phase model of nuclear shadowing for inclusive D

FIG. 1. se f f as a function of Bjorkenx at Q254 GeV2 from
Refs. @23# ~solid curve! and @24# ~dashed curve!. Note that the
dashed curve includes a higher twist contribution and an ea
parametrization of the Pomeron.
3-2
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NONSINGLET STRUCTURE FUNCTION OF THE3He-3H . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 64 054503
on nuclei of Ref.@24#. This model contains both leading
twist ~Pomeron and triple Pomeron! and subleading-twis
~vector meson! contributions tose f f . Figure 1 represents th
correspondingse f f as a function of Bjorkenx at Q2

54 GeV2 as a dashed line. We note that the difference
tween se f f of Ref. @23# ~solid line in Fig. 1! and that ex-
tracted from Refs.@24# ~dashed line in Fig. 1! lies both in the
inclusion of a higher twist contribution and in a differe
parametrization of the Pomeron contribution.

It is important to note that neither of the models forse f f
distinguishes between virtual photon rescatterings on pro
and neutrons, i.e.,se f f is a flavor singlet cross section. I
this work, we make a simple extension to the flavor no
singlet combination of the virtual photon-nucleon cross s
tions.

The transition region between nuclear shadowing and
tishadowing is poorly known, both experimentally and the
retically. In this region, which approximately lies in th
range1 0.02<x<0.07, nuclear structure functions are mod
fied by a host of nuclear effects. Among these are nuc
shadowing and antishadowing, two-body nucleon-nucle
correlations in the nuclear wave function, the presence
pion degrees of freedom, and meson-exchange curre
Since our main emphasis is on the very small Bjorkenx
region, the detailed description of the nuclear shadowi
antishadowing transition is unimportant.

Bearing in mind all these nuclear effects, which if ignor
lead to theoretical uncertainties in nuclear structure fu
tions, we have included in our analysis the shadowing
antishadowing effects only. In addition, we have assum
that the calculations of nuclear shadowing, using both m
els for se f f , can be performed most reliably in the range
1024<x<0.02. This explains why the upper limit ofx in
Fig. 1 is set tox50.02. Sincese f f of Ref. @23# vanishes at
x50.02, we model antishadowing~see Sec. III! in the region
0.02<x<0.2. On the other hand, the two-phase model@24#
gives ase f f that is still quite significant atx50.02 ~see Fig.
1!. In this case, we forcese f f to vanish atx50.045 and
make a linear interpolation betweenx50.02 and 0.045. In
this case, antishadowing is modeled in the region 0.045<x
<0.2.

The use of the Gribov-Glauber multiple scattering form
ism to calculateshe f fA

requires theuhe f f&-nucleon scattering
amplitude and the nuclear wave function. At high energ
the uhe f f&-nucleon scattering amplitudef hN(q) is purely
imaginary with good accuracy. Using the optical theore
f hp(q) for the proton andf hn(q) for the neutron are relate
to the total cross sectionsse f f

p andse f f
n as

f hp~q!5 ise f f
p e2(b/2)q2

, ~4!

f hn~q!5 ise f f
n e2(b/2)q2

,

1The choice of the lower limitx50.02 is motivated by the mode
of Ref. @23#. The upper limit,x50.07, corresponds to the large
Bjorken x for which F2

Ca/F2
D,1 @25#.
05450
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where b56 GeV22 @17#. Here we have assumed that,
general, the effective cross sections for the interaction w
the proton and neutron are different.

The ground-state wave functions of3He and3H are taken
to have a simple Gaussian form@20,21,26#

uC 3Heu2})
l 51

l 53

exp@2r l
W 2/~2a!#d3S ( r l

W D ,

uC 3Hu2})
l 51

l 53

exp@2r l
W 2/~2a8!#d3S ( r l

W D . ~5!

We have checked that the inclusion of the two-body nucle
nucleon correlations in the nuclear wave functions~5!, using
the prescription given in Ref.@24#, does not change appre
ciably the numerical results for nuclear shadowing in t
range 1024<x<0.05. Hence, we shall employ the wav
functions of Eq.~5! in this work.

The nuclear wave functions of Eq.~5! describe the motion
of the centers of the nucleons. Thus, the slope parametea
and a8 should be chosen to reproduce the nuclear ma
radii of 3He and3H. Assuming that only the proton contrib
utes to the nuclear charge radius, the nuclear matter ra
for a nucleus,Rm , takes the form@27#

Rm5ARch
2 2Rp

2, ~6!

whereRch andRp are the charge radii of the nucleus and t
proton,Rp50.88060.015 fm@28#. In order to estimate the
theoretical uncertainty associated with the nuclear w
functions, we use two values of the average charge radiu
3He, 1.976 fm and 1.877 fm, along with the most rece
value of the average charge radius of3H, 1.76 fm@29#. From
Eq. ~6!, we obtain the following two pairs of matter rad

of 3He and 3He: (Rm

3He,Rm

3H)5(1.769,1.524) and
~1.658, 1.524! fm. Using the Gaussian-shaped wave fun
tions ~5! in the standard definition of the average nucle
matter radius, one readily finds thata5Rm

2 /2. This leads to
the following two pairs of values for the slopes of the nucle
wave functions of 3He and 3H @see Eq. ~5!#: (a,a8)
5(40.59,30.06) and (36.11,30.06) GeV22. It is important
to stress the fact thataÞa8 is a consequence of the charg
symmetry breaking in the3He-3H system, which is predomi-
nantly the Coulomb repulsion in the3He system. As will be
demonstrated later, this leads to the divergence of the co
sponding Gottfried integral.

Using the Gribov-Glauber multiple scattering formalism
along with the elementary scattering amplitude~4! and the
tri-nucleon ground-state wave functions~5!, one obtains the
following uhe f f&-nucleus (3He and3H) total scattering cross
sections:

s 3He52se f f
p 1se f f

n 2
~se f f

p !212se f f
p se f f

n

8p~a1b!
e2aqi

2

1
~se f f

p !2se f f
n

144p2~a1b!2
,

3-3
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s 3H5se f f
p 12se f f

n 2
~se f f

n !212se f f
p se f f

n

8p~a81b!
e2a8qi

2

1
~se f f

n !2se f f
p

144p2~a81b!2
. ~7!

Here qi52mNx is the nonzero longitudinal momentum
transferred to the target~with mN the nucleon mass!. The
negligible x dependence of the triple scattering terms@the
last terms in the first and second lines of Eqs.~7!# are omit-
ted.

It is convenient to introduce the flavor singlet,se f f

5(se f f
p 1se f f

n )/2, and flavor nonsinglet,s̄5se f f
p 2se f f

n ,
cross sections. Note that the two models ofse f f

p and se f f
n ,

those of Refs.@23# and @24#, give only the flavor singlet
combination (se f f

p 1se f f
n )/2. Our analysis will demonstrat

that the leading contribution of the nuclear shadowing c

rection to the differenceF2

3He2F2

3H is determined by this
flavor singletse f f . In this new notation, Eqs.~7! can be
presented as

s 3He53se f f1
1

2
s̄2

3se f f
2 1se f fs̄20.25s̄2

8p~a1b!
e2aqi

2

1
se f f

3 10.5se f f
2 s̄20.25se f fs̄

22s̄3/8

144p2~a1b!2
,

s 3H53se f f2
1

2
s̄2

3se f f
2 2se f fs̄20.25s̄2

8p~a81b!
e2a8qi

2

1
se f f

3 20.5se f f
2 s̄20.25se f fs̄

21s̄3/8

144p2~a81b!2
. ~8!

It is useful to introduce the shorthand notation

f a5
se f f

8p~a1b!
e2aqi

2
,

ga5
se f f

2

144p2~a1b!2
,

f a85
se f f

8p~a81b!
e2a8qi

2
,

ga85
se f f

2

144p2~a81b!2
. ~9!

Note that f a , ga , f a8 , andga8 are functions ofx. Their x
dependence originates predominantly from thex dependence
of se f f ~see Fig. 1!. There is an additionalx dependence
from the nonzero value ofqi , which becomes important fo
x*0.05.

Using the shorthand notation of Eqs.~9! and ignoring the
terms of the order ofs̄2 and s̄3, Eqs.~8! become
05450
r-

s 3He53se f f~12 f a1ga/3!1
s̄

2
~122 f a1ga!,

s 3H53se f f~12 f a81ga8/3!2
s̄

2
~122 f a81ga8!.

~10!

It is important to stress that Eqs.~10! demonstrate tha
nuclear shadowing in the nonvacuum channel@the coefficient
in front of the f as̄ ( f a8s̄) term# is twice as large as that in
the vacuum channel@the coefficient in front of thef ase f f
( f a8se f f) term#. This was first suggested in Ref.@13#. A
similar conclusion was reached in the analysis of polariz
DIS on 3He @20# and 7Li @21#. The observation that nuclea
shadowing is enhanced by a factor of 2 in the nonvacu
channel, as compared to the vacuum channel, seems to
generic property of nuclear shadowing and it requires m
theoretical work.

Introducing the structure functionsF2(x,Q2) as

F2

3He~x,Q2!}s 3He,

F2
p~x,Q2!1F2

n~x,Q2!}sp1sn52se f f ,

F2
p~x,Q2!2F2

n~x,Q2!}sp2sn5s̄, ~11!

one can write for the structure functions of3He and 3H in
the shadowing region of Bjorkenx as

F2

3He52F2
p1F2

n2F2
p~2.5f a2ga!2F2

n~0.5f a!,

F2

3H52F2
n1F2

p2F2
n~2.5f a82ga8!2F2

p~0.5f a8!.
~12!

In Eq. ~12!, the obviousx andQ2 dependence of the struc
ture functions has been suppressed. Equations~12! describe

the modification ofF2

3He(x,Q2) and F2

3H(x,Q2) at small
Bjorken x, as a consequence of nuclear shadowing. We
serve a qualitatively new effect—the violation of SU~2! iso-
spin ~charge! symmetry in the wave functions of theA53
system, which enters through the shadowing correction,
duces a violation of SU~2! isospin symmetry for the structur

functionsF2

3He andF2

3H . The latter means thatF2

3He andF2

3H

are no longer related by a rotation in the isospin space
other words, the charge symmetry violation in the wa
functions of theA53 system results in SU~2! isospin sym-
metry breaking for nuclear shadowing@regardless of the fac
that nuclear shadowing is determined by the SU~2!-
symmetric exchange with vacuum quantum numbers~the
Pomeron!#.

As explained above, we assume that using Eq.~12!
nuclear shadowing can be calculated most reliably in
range 1024<x<0.02. At higher Bjorkenx, nuclear antishad-
owing begins to play a role. Our model-dependent treatm
of the antishadowing contribution is presented in the n
section.
3-4
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III. NUCLEAR ANTISHADOWING CORRECTION

The dynamical mechanism of antishadowing is unknow
Thus, at the present stage, all considerations of nuclear
shadowing are model dependent. One possible approac
modeling nuclear antishadowing uses the baryon number
momentum sum rules@13,30,31#. The authors of Refs.@13#
suggest the following scenario, which is consistent with
data.~However, it follows from the data only if an assum
tion is made that higher twist effects are small. This assum
tion is very natural for the case of Drell-Yan data and a
supported by approximate scaling of DIS data.! Nuclear
shadowing is present in the valence quark, sea quark,
gluon parton densities; nuclear antishadowing is present
in the valence and gluon parton densities.

Using Eqs.~12! we can calculate the nuclear quark part
densities. Adding the antishadowing contribution to the
lence quarks, this leads to

uval

3He52uval1dval1~2.5uval10.5dval!~2 f a1 f a,u
anti!

1uvalga ,

dval

3He52dval1uval1~2.5dval10.5uval!~2 f a1 f a,d
anti!

1dvalga ,

ū
3He52ū1d̄1~2.5ū10.5d̄!~2 f a!1ūga ,

d̄
3He52d̄1ū1~2.5d̄10.5ū!~2 f a!1d̄ga , ~13!

whereuval anddval stand for the valence up and down qua
parton densities. The unknown functionsf a,u

anti and f a,d
anti de-

scribe nuclear antishadowing for the valence up and do
quarks in 3He. In order to obtain nuclear quark parton de
sities in 3H, one needs to replacea by a8 andu by d in the
right hand side of Eqs.~13!.

In order to find the functionsf a,u
anti and f a,d

anti , we used
conservation of valence up and down quarks in3He,

E
0

3

dxuval

3He~x!5E
0

3

dx@2uval~x!1dval~x!#,

E
0

3

dxdval

3He~x!5E
0

3

dx@2dval~x!1uval~x!#. ~14!

The corresponding sum rules are valid foruval

3H and dval

3H in
3H after the replacementu↔d in the right hand side of Eqs
~14!.

Substituting the first two of Eqs.~13! into Eq. ~14!, one
obtains the following constraint onf a,u

anti and f a,d
anti :

E
0.0001

x0
dx$@2.5uval~x!10.5dval~x!# f a2uval~x!ga%

5E
x0

0.2

dx@2.5uval~x!10.5dval~x!# f a,u
anti ,
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E
0.0001

x0
dx$@2.5dval~x!10.5uval~x!# f a2dval~x!ga%

5E
x0

0.2

dx@2.5dval~x!10.5uval~x!# f a,d
anti , ~15!

wherex050.02 for the calculations withse f f of Ref. @23#
andx050.045 for the calculations withse f f based on Refs.
@24#. In the latter case, we have assumed thatse f f linearly
decreases fromx50.02 and becomes zero atx050.045. This
choice of x0 is motivated by the NMC data on4He @25#
sinceF2

He/F2
D51 at x50.045.

Using Eqs.~13! for 3He and the corresponding equatio
for 3H, we obtain the following equations for the nucle
structure functions:

F2

3He52F2
p1F2

n2F2
p~2.5f a2ga!2F2

n~0.5f a!

1
1

9 FF2val
p S 114

5
f a,u

anti2
3

10
f a,d

antiD
1F2val

n S 2
6

5
f a,u

anti1
57

10
f a,d

antiD G ,
F2

3H52F2
n1F2

p2F2
n~2.5f a82ga8!2F2

p~0.5f a8!

1
1

9 FF2val
n S 114

5
f a8,d

anti
2

3

10
f a8,u

anti D
1F2val

p S 2
6

5
f a8,d

anti
1

57

10
f a8,u

anti D G , ~16!

whereF2 val
p andF2 val

n are the structure functions includin
only valence quarks. Equations~16! describe the nuclea
shadowing and antishadowing corrections to the nuc

structure functionsF2

3He and F2

3H over the range 1024<x
<0.2.

We would like to stress again that as one can see fr
Eqs. ~13! and ~16!, the violation of charge symmetry in th
trinucleon wave functions induces SU~2! isospin symmetry
breaking in the quark parton densities and structure fu
tions. In particular, one finds from Eq.~13! that u

3HeÞd
3H,

and from Eq.~16! that F2

3He is not related toF2

3H by the
permutationp↔n.

The novelty of Eqs.~16! consists in the fact that the
present the nuclear shadowing and antishadowing cor
tions to structure functions which by themselves are neit
flavor singlet nor flavor nonsinglet. Until now, all analyses
nuclear shadowing in DIS on nuclei were concerned w
nuclei with an equal number of protons and neutrons—i
flavor singlet nuclei. In applying the previously develop
theory of nuclear shadowing and antishadowing to DIS
3He and3H and deriving Eqs.~16!, we have implicitly made
the following assumptions for the nonsinglet combinations
the structure functionsF2 and quark densities. We have a
sumed thatse f f , which controls the amount of nuclear sha
owing, is the same foru2d andū1d̄. In other words, in Eq.
~10!, the samese f f determines the shadowing correction
3-5
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se f f ~first terms! ands̄ ~second term!. Another assumption is
that antishadowing forū andd̄ is the same as forū1d̄—i.e.,
it is nil. We believe that, regardless of the model-depend
nature of our estimates, Eqs.~16! provide a reasonable est
mate of the lowx nuclear corrections to the structure fun

tions F2

3He andF2

3H .

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Equations~16! have been used to predict the differen

(F2

3He2F2

3H)/x as a function ofx, in the range of 1024<x.

Note, however, that since (F2

3He2F2

3H)/x grows rapidly in
the interval 1024,x,1023, the lower boundary ofx in Figs.
2–5 below is taken as 1023 in order to present the figures
a readable form. In order to test the sensitivity to the in
parameters, we have considered the five following comb
tions of the slopes of3He and 3H ground-state wave func
tions ~5! and models of nuclear shadowing.

~1! a540.59 GeV22,a8530.06 GeV22,se f f of Ref.
@23# with x050.02. @x0 is the point of the transition from
shadowing to antishadowing, i.e.,f a,u(x0)5 f a,d(x0)
5 f a,u

anti(x0)5 f a,d
anti(x0)50 and f a8,u(x0)5 f a8,d(x0)

5 f a8,u
anti (x0)5 f a8,d

anti (x0)50. The parameterx0 enters through
Eqs.~15!.#

~2! a536.11 GeV22,a8530.06 GeV22,se f f of Ref.
@23# with x050.02.

~3! a540.59 GeV22,a8530.06 GeV22,se f f of Refs.
@24# with x050.045.

~4! a536.11 GeV22,a8530.06 GeV22,se f f of Refs.
@24# with x050.045.

FIG. 2. Cases 1 and 5. The solid@dashed# line represents

(F2

3He2F2

3H)/x @(F2
p2F2

n)/x# as a function of Bjorkenx at Q2

54 GeV2. Case 5 for (F2

3He2F2

3H)/x is given by the dotted line.
For parton densities in the proton, the CTEQ5L parametrizati
are used.
05450
nt

t
a-

~5! a540.59 GeV22,a8540.59 GeV22,se f f of Ref.
@23# with x050.02.

For each of these cases, we have assumed the follow
simple shapes off a,u

anti , f a,d
anti , f a8,u

anti , and f a8,d
anti ~below we

present onlyf a,u
anti , with the others being defined in a simila

way!:

s

FIG. 3. Case 2. The solid@dashed# line represents (F2

3He

2F2

3H)/x @(F2
p2F2

n)/x# as a function of Bjorkenx at Q2

54 GeV2. For parton densities in the proton, the CTEQ5L para
etrizations are used.

FIG. 4. Case 3. The solid@dashed# line represents (F2

3He

2F2

3H)/x @(F2
p2F2

n)/x# as a function of Bjorkenx at Q2

54 GeV2. For parton densities in the proton, the CTEQ5L para
etrizations are used.
3-6
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f a,u
anti55

hu

0.092x0
~x2x0!, x0<x<0.09,

hu

0.11
~0.22x!, 0.09<x<x0 ,

0 elsewhere.

~17!

The most recent NMC data onF2

4He/F2
D indicate that the

antishadowing contribution peaks atx50.09@25#. Since DIS
on 3He or 3H has not been measured, we assumed that
tishadowing also peaks atx50.09 for DIS on 3He or 3H.
This fact is reflected in the parametrization of Eqs.~17!. The
constantsh are chosen so that Eqs.~15! are satisfied.

For quark parton densities in the proton we used the le
ing order CTEQ5 parametrization CTEQ5L@32#. Note also
that throughout our work we use the leading order expres
for the structure functionsF2(x,Q2). This allows us to omit
an explicit consideration of gluons and forces us to use
leading order quark parton densities, such as, for exam
CTEQ5L.

Figures 2–5 present (F2

3He2F2

3H)/x as a function of
Bjorken x at Q254 GeV2 for the five combinations of
(a,a8) andse f f given above. The solid lines are results
the calculations using Eqs.~16! over the range 1024<x
<0.2. At largerx, the calculations of Saitoet al. @12# were
used. For each of the five cases, the solid lines should

compared to the dotted lines, which present (F2

3He2F2

3H)/x

in the absence of all nuclear effects, when (F2

3He2F2

3H)/x
5(F2

p2F2
n)/x.

The dotted line in Fig. 2 presents (F2

3He2F2

3H)/x for case
5, when the slopesa and a8 are chosen to be equal. Th

FIG. 5. Case 4. The solid@dashed# line represents (F2

3He

2F2

3H)/x @(F2
p2F2

n)/x# as a function of Bjorkenx at Q2

54 GeV2. For parton densities in the proton, the CTEQ5L para
etrizations are used.
05450
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large difference between the solid and dotted lines at smax

demonstrates that the rise of (F2

3He2F2

3H)/x at smallx origi-
nates from noncancellation of divergent terms in the fla
nonsinglet combination of structure functionsF2 of the
bound proton and neutron, whenaÞa8. This result implies
that charge symmetry breaking~in the present case, mainl
from the Coulomb force! is very important and enhance
the difference of the structure functions of mirror nuclei
small x.

In order to better appreciate the magnitude of the
nuclear effects~nuclear shadowing and antishadowing! for
the flavor nonsinglet combinations of structure functions
should be compared to the contribution of nuclear shadow
and antishadowing to the singlet combinations of struct
functions. Figure 6 presents the flavor singlet combinatio
F2

3He1F2

3H ~solid and dashed lines! and 3(F2
p1F2

n) ~dotted
line! as functions ofx at Q254 GeV2. For the solid and
dashed lines we used the first and third combinations
(a,a8) andse f f described in the text above. Note also th
when se f f is fixed the variation of (a,a8) leads to very
insignificant changes in the amount of shadowing and a
shadowing. Thus, the solid line in Fig. 6 corresponds to co
binations 1, 2, and 5; the dashed line corresponds to com
nations 3 and 4. One can see from Fig. 6 that, in contras
the flavor nonsinglet structure functions, nuclear shadow

decreasesF2

3He1F2

3H as compared to 3(F2
p1F2

n) but this ef-
fect is not as dramatic. The decrease is 4.5%~6%! for the
solid ~dashed! line atx51024. The main conclusion that on
can draw from comparing Figs. 2–5 to Fig. 6 is that, beca
of the charge symmetry breaking in the nuclear (3He and
3H) wave functions, the nuclear shadowing correction
much more significant for the flavor nonsinglet combinati

of structure functions (F2

3He2F2

3H)/x than for the flavor sin-

glet combinationF2

3He1F2

3H .

-

FIG. 6. The flavor singlet structure functionsF2

3He1F2

3H ~solid
and dashed lines! and 3(F2

p1F2
n) ~dotted line! as functions of

Bjorken x at Q254 GeV2.
3-7
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We used our results for (F2

3He2F2

3H)/x in order to inves-
tigate the role played by the smallx nuclear effects on the
Gottfried integral. Table I presents our estimates of

Gottfried integralI G

3He,3H(1024), defined by Eq.~1!, and the

ratio I G

3He,3H(1024)/I G
p,n(1024). I G

p,n(1024) is the Gottfried
integral for the free proton and neutron. We obtain
I G

p,n(1024)50.24 using CTEQ5L, which is in good agre
ment with the NMC resultI G

p,n(1024)50.23560.026 @25#.
We found that the effect of nuclear shadowing increases
Gottfried integral for the3He-3H system by 15–41 %, de
pending on the combination (a,a8) andse f f .

So far we have discussed the small, but finite, Bjorkex

behavior of (F2

3He2F2

3H)/x and the integral thereof. At leas
from the theoretical point of view, one can ask the questi

what happens toI G

3He,3H(x) whenx→0? Our analysis seem
to suggest that the Gottfried integral for the3He-3H system
is divergent logarithmically because of the noncancellat
of the factor 1/x. We observe that this result is not parado
cal since the Gottfried integral is not constrained by curr
algebra—like, for example, the Bjorken sum rule. Thus,
value of the Gottfried integral is not related to any physi
observable or constant and, in principle, can be infinite.

Our statement thatI G

3He,3H(0) diverges is supported by th
analysis of the total virtual photon-nucleus cross sect
~structure functionF2) at small values of Bjorkenx within
the Gribov model@18#. Indeed, for DIS on nucleon o
nucleus, one can write the dispersion integral2 over diffrac-
tive massesM for the structure functionF2:

F25
Q2

12p3E0

Mmax
2 dM2r~M2!M2s~M2!

~M21Q2!2
. ~18!

Here r(M2) is the the ratios(e1e2→hadrons)/s(e1e2

→m1m2) with M2 being with mass squared of the fin
hadronic state produced, denoted by ‘‘hadrons’’;s(M2) is
the photon-target cross section for the production of the fi
state with mass squaredM2. The key assumption of the
model is that, whenQ2 is constant,x is very small, andA

2In general, one has to use the double dispersion representa
However, in the blackbody limit discussed here@see Eq.~19!#, only
diagonal transitions contribute@18#.

TABLE I. The Gottfried integralI G

3He,3H(1024), defined by Eq.
~1!, and the ratio of nuclear and free space Gottfried integ

I G

3He,3H(1024)/I G
p,n(1024) for the five combinations of (a,a8) and

se f f described in the text.

Case number I G

3He,3H(1024) I G

3He,3H(1024)/I G
p,n(1024)

1 0.296 1.23
2 0.275 1.15
3 0.340 1.41
4 0.306 1.27
5 0.244 1.02
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→` ~very heavy nuclear target!, the hadronic fluctuations o
the virtual photonuhk& @see Eq.~2!# interact with the nucleus
with the maximal possible cross section 2pRA

2 (RA is the
size of the nucleus! @18#. This set of approximations is some
times called the blackbody limit. Thus, the contribution
the range ofM2 for which the blackbody limit holds, i.e.
s(M2)52pRA

2 , to the structure functionF2 is

F25
Q22pRA

2

12p3 E
0

Mmax
2 dM2r~M2!M2

~M21Q2!2
. ~19!

The upper limit of integration,Mmax
2 , is defined as the maxi

mal mass squared of a diffractively produced intermedi
state when, at fixedx andQ2, the blackbody limit is reached
for all essential fluctuations of the virtual photon. Within th
dipole picture of PQCD, it was estimated in Ref.@33# that
Mmax

2 5Q2xbbl /x, wherexbbl is the critical Bjorkenx8 en-
tering the dipole formulation of Ref.@33#, when the black-
body limit is achieved. The factorxbbl depends on the detail
of a particular dipole model and, in general, significan
affects the absolute value ofF2 predicted by Eq.~19!. Since
we are concerned with qualitative and model-independ
aspects of thex behavior ofF2 following from Eq.~19!, after
taking the integral over the diffractive masses in Eq.~19!, we
can present the nuclear structure function in the form

F2}Q2RA
2 ln~1/x!1~subleading terms!. ~20!

The application of the blackbody limit asx→0 is also
justified for light nuclei and nucleons. In particular, using E
~20!, one obtains for the difference of the structure functio
of 3He and 3H:

F2

3He~x,Q2!2F2

3H~x,Q2!5Q2~R3He
2

2R3H
2

!ln~1/x!

1~subleading terms!. ~21!

The charge symmetry breaking in the3He-3H system mani-
fests itself as the nonequality of charge and, hence, nuc
matter radii of 3He (R3He) and 3H (R3H). Substituting Eq.
~21! into the Gottfried integral yields an integral divergent
@ ln(1/x)#2 asx→0. Hence, we conclude that our analysis
nuclear shadowing and the one within the framework of
blackbody approximation show that the Gottfried integral
the 3He-3H system is divergent.

It is interesting to note that the phenomena discus
above should also be relevant for the free proton and n
tron. In this case, as in the trinucleon system, small cha
symmetry breaking makes the~hadronic! sizes of the proton
and neutron different. Specifically, two effects work in th
direction of making the radius of the proton larger than t
radius of the neutron. These are the Coulomb repulsion
the quark mass difference. Since the neutron consists of
d quarks and oneu quark and thed quark is heavier than the
u, the size of the neutron is smaller than that of the pro
consisting of twou quarks and oned quark. The difference in
sizes should lead to different photoabsorption cross sect
on the proton and neutron.

on.

ls
3-8
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The analysis of~virtual! photon-hadron interactions dem
onstrated that in order to successfully describe the data
photon should contain ‘‘soft’’ and ‘‘hard’’ contributions. Th
soft part interacts with the target with some typical hadro
cross section. Phenomenologically, cross sections of sof
teractions are proportional to the square of the radius of
target hadron—see, e.g., Ref.@34#. In light of the argument
presented above for the size of the valence quark distr
tions in the proton and neutron, the soft component of
photon should interact with the proton with a larger cro
section. One can expect a similar effect for the hard com
nent of the photon. The hard cross section is proportiona
the gluon field of the target with a cutoff proportional to th
size of the target. This makes the cross section for interac
with the proton larger than that with the neutron. Hence,
the limit of very small values of Bjorkenx, the total photo-
absorption cross section on the proton is larger than on
neutron. In other words, we expect thatF2

p should be greate
thanF2

n , which would lead to the divergence of the Gottfrie
integral I G

p,n(0). Further investigations of this interestin
question are necessary. If, indeed,I G

p,n(0) is infinite, modern
parton distributions need to be revised since they impose
conditionF2

p2F2
n→0 asx→0 and, hence, give a finite valu

of I G
p,n(0).

V. CONCLUSION

We considered the influence of the nuclear effects
shadowing and antishadowing on the structure functi

F2

3He of 3He andF2

3H of 3H. We found that these nuclea

effects increase the Gottfried integralI G

3He,3H(1024) by 15–
41 %, depending on the model used for the nuclear w
functions and for the calculation of nuclear shadowing.
A

-
.
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ev
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observed that the violation of charge symmetry for t
nuclear wave functions of3He and3H induces charge sym
metry breaking for the nuclear quark parton densities, a
result of the nuclear shadowing correction. This leads to
conclusion that the Gottfried integral, integrated over t

whole region of Bjorkenx, I G

3He,3H(0), is divergent. It is ex-
pected that even in the case of the free nucleon the hadr
sizes of the proton and neutron should be different beca
of the small charge symmetry breaking effect. This sugge
that the Gottfried integral of the free nucleon should be
vergent at very smallx. It will be very interesting to study
the Gottfried integral of the free nucleon at very smallx in
the future.

Experiments on DIS off mirror nuclei with large isosp
asymmetry should be possible in the future@14–16#. The
observation of some deviation from the present calculati
would provide information on phenomena involving no
PQCD dynamics~like the pion fields! in a nuclear medium.
If one could vary the atomic number~A! and the difference
between the proton and neutron numbers (Y5Z2N) inde-
pendently in measuring the nuclear structure functions
unstable mirror nuclei@12#, it would stimulate a great deal o
work that might eventually lead to genuinely new inform
tion on the dynamics of nuclear systems.
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